
 

 

 
Daybreak Will Destroy You 

 
VERSE 1 
A, G, C 
Hoseason Holidays I’ve got enough reasons to stay away 
give me one to come back again 
I longed for the way I was before 
It’s a long time gone now I’ve closed that door 
But it still swings open now and then 
 
Malice nearly drove me mad, all that angry stuff  
makes me sad, I don’t have the stomach enough 
And besides which I’ve been so long lying low  
There is no wrong road only holes to fall down  
So skip on over and move in closer  
Like the promise of a good night, the city lights still glow 
 
CHORUS 
Bm, F#, G, D 
Out of some bleak struggle there I’m back and guzzling air  
In fact it doesn’t really threaten me the past is just just an effigy 
A burning building, I can save myself but not what I have made 
You said I’m always at it., well what does that mean when I’ve been so long static? 
 
Bm, F#, D, C#m, Bm, E, A, F#, G, D  
Have you ever drawn around your shadow and tried to stay inside the lines? 
Daybreak will destroy you every time 
 
VERSE 2 
Theres a mist of doubts and they’re after me, a dense swell defying gravity 
In some un-shapable place bellow the moon 
A smile hoisted up on two thin strings and my hearts hinged  
on the hope that a resolution will be following soon 
It did not strike me at anytime that I should be the one to bring about my own piece of mind 
When everybody can be cruel just as everybody can be kind 
 
CHORUS 
Bm, F#, G, D 
Out of some bleak struggle there I’m back and guzzling air  
In fact it doesn’t really threaten me the past is just just an effigy 
A burning building, I can save myself but not what I have made 
You said I’m always at it., well what does that mean when I’ve been so long static? 
 
Bm, F#, D, C#m, Bm, E, A, F#, G, D  
Have you ever drawn around your shadow and tried to stay inside the lines? 
Daybreak will destroy you every time 
Every time  
Every time  
Every time  


